Everything is simple, how in the fairy tale about doctor Aybolit! Vselenochka of the abnormal help of annunak – a prototype of the first-aid kit of doctor Aybolit of people of Earth!

And everything has begun with the fact that the three-year-old child has seen the image of fantastic doctor Aybolit (fig. 1) on an ancient mysterious rock painting. Doctor Aybolit is the hero of the popular tale of Korney Chukovsky of the kind doctor who helped the animals who have got into trouble. And once Aybolit has received the telegram …

Fig. 1. Illustrations to the fairy tale by K. Chukovsky "Doctor Aybolit".

Whether you know that thousand-year images of anunnak on which God with a mysterious bag in a hand is shown are found throughout the world? The mesoamerican civilizations have such images also, and on the drevneshumerskikh pictures annnakov, and even in several cultures in America and in Gyobekli-Tep these mysterious handbags appear.

Fig. 2. Vselenochka of the abnormal help of annunak of

Fig. 3. Images of handbags on ancient rock paintings of Mesopotamia and America

Just as ancient shumer represented the gods in the form of humanoids, ancient Egyptians and various cultures in America did the same. Why the ancient cultures divided by thousands of kilometers represented the gods almost identically? And it, disregarding a mysterious bag. On the archaeological site of La Venta it is possible to find a stone stele with the image of ancient mesoamerican god Kettsalkoatl who for some reason holds same "bag" or "bag" which appears on ancient Sumer images in hand.

Hypothesis: Gods of annunak and their vadzhra (ancient weapon of gods) are loaded with information and energy from the UFO (fig. 4). All required information ("telegram") on necessary individuals (animals, plants and so on) is stored in archive of a handbag of the main annunak – ancient "doctor Aybolit". The handbag operates the printer materializing an individual in the form of egg that we see in fig. 5.
And what, if doctor Aybolit …?
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